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Although this kind of argument sounds logical enough, it rests on a
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series of tenuous assumptions about the equivalence of critics and readers
and ignores the basic facts about the changing nature of book production
and distribution in contemporary America. Douglas's explanatory strategy
assumes that purchasing decisions are a function only of the content of a
given text and of the needs of readers. In fact, they are deeply affected b s a
book's appearance and availability as well as by potential readers' ,aware:.
ness and expectations. Book buying, then, cannot be reduced to a simple
interaction between a book and a reader. It is an event that is-affied and
at least partially controlled by the material n a w s QCJM~IS, p~~b@ing~as.s
socially organized technology of producti9q.~~&txibutim.
The apparent increase in the romance's popularity may well be attributable to women's changing beliefs and needs. However, it is conceivable
that it is equally a function of other factors as well, precisely because the
romance's recent success alro coincides with important changes in book
production, distribution, advertising, and marketing techniques. In fact, it
may be true that Harlequin Enterprises can sell 168 million romances not
because women suddenly have a greater need for the romantic fantasy but
because the corporation has learned to address and overcome certain re- .
curring problems in the production and distribution of books for a mass
a ~ d i e n c eIf
. ~it can be shown that romance sales have been increased by
particular practices newly adopted within the publishing industry, then we
must entertain the alternate possibility that the apparent need of the female audience for this type of fiction may have been generated or at least
augmented artificially. If so, the astonishing success of the romance may
constitute evidence for the effectiveness of commodity packaging and advertising and not for actual changes in readers' belie& or in the surrounding culture. The decision about what the romance's popularity constitutes
evidence for cannot be made until we know something more about recent
changes in paperback marketing strategies, which differ substantially from
those that have been used by the industry for almost 150 years.
Standard book-marketing practices can be traced, in fact, to particular
conceptions of the book and of the act of publication itself, both of which
developed initially as a consequence of the early organization of the industry. The output of the first American press, established at Cambridge,
Massachusetts, in 1639, was largely the ecclesiastical work of learned gentlemen of independent means who could afford to pay the printer to issue
their books.3 Limitation of authorship to those with sufficient capital
accurred generally throughout the colonies because most of the early
presses were owned by combined printer-publishers who charged authors
a flat fee for typesetting and distribution and a royalty for each book
sold.4 Because it was the author who financed publication and thus
shouldered the risk of unsold copies, the printer-publisher had relatively
little interest in seeing that the book appealed to previously known audi-
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a?ce taste. As a result, authors exerted almost total control over their
works, which were then conceived as the unique products of their own
individual intellects. Publication was concomitantly envisioned as the act
of publicly issuing an author's ideas, an act that could be accomplished by
the formal presentation of even one copy of those ideas for public review.
In the early years of the printing industry, therefore, the &a of publication was not tied to the issue of sales or readership. As long as the work
was presented in the public domain, it was considered published, regardless of whether'it was read or not.
Of course, authors did concern themselves with readers, not least because they stood to lose a good deal if their books failed to sell. However,
the problem was not a major one because the literate reading community
was small and because publication itself was carried out on a locd scale.
The author very often knew who his readers were likely to be and could
tailor his offering to their interests and tastes. Indeed, it was not uncommon for an early American writer to finance publication by soliciting
contributions h m s p d c , known subscribers whom he made every effort to please.5 It was thus relatively easy to match individual books with
the readers most likely to appreciate the sentiments expressed within
them.
Thus the -apt- &.he book as a unique configuration of ideas cona
p
e
d
with a ,unique hypothetical audience in mind developed as the
p ~ m n i n conception
g
of the industry. Publishers prided themselves on the
diversity of their offerings and conceived the strength of an individual
house to be its ability to supply the American reading public with a
constant stream of unique and different books. In addition, they reasoned
further that because publishing houses issued so many different kinds of
works, each of which was intended for an entirely different public, it was
futile to advertise the house name itself or to publicize a single book for a
heterogeneous national audience. In place of national advertising, then,
publishers relied on editors' intuitive abilities to identlfy the theoretical audiences for which books had been conceived and on their skills at
locating real readers who corresponded to those hypothetical groups.
Throughout the nineteenth century and indeed well into the twentieth,
authors, editors, and publishers alike continued to think of the process of
publication as a personal, discrete, and limited act because they believed
that the very particularity and individuality of books destined them for
equally particular and individual publics.
Despite the continuing domination of this attitude, the traditional view
of book publishing was challenged, even if only tentatively, in the early
years of the nineteenth century by an alternate view which held that certain series of books could be sold successfully and continuously to a huge,
heterogeneous, preconstituted public. Made possible by revolutionary de-
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lrelopments in technology and distribution and by the changing character
of the reading audience itself, this new idea of the book as a salable
commodity gradually began to alter the organization of the editorial process and eventually the conception of publishing itself. Although this new
view of the book and of the proper way to distribute it was at first associated only with a certain kind of printer-publisher, it was gradually acknowledged and later grudgingly used by more traditional houses when it
became clear that readers could be induced to buy quite similar books
again and again.
The specific technological developmrn that prepared the way fbr the
early rationalization of the book industry included the improvement oE
machine-made paper, ,the introduction of mechanical typesefttirg and
more sophisticated flatbed presseq and the invention o f t h e Napier and
Hoe cylinder press. The inventions of the steamboat and the railroad and
the extension of literacy-especially to women-combined to establish
publishing as a commercial industry with the technical capacity to produce for a mass audience by 1 8 3 0 . What
~
this meant was that commercially
minded individuals began to enter the business with the sole purpose of
turning a profip.
Lacking the interest of their literary confreres in the quality of the
material they produced, men like the Beadle brothers, Theophilus B.
Peterson, and later Street and Smith determined to publish what the general American public wanted in the way of diversionary reading material.
Their concern with profit further prompted the first literary entrepreneurs
to search for ways to sell their books not merely effectively but predictably
as well. These men reasoned that if they could take the traditional risk out
of book publication by identifying their potential audiences more successfilly, they might avoid the common losses that came with overproduction
and poorly directed distribution. As a consequence, they experimented
with many varied schemes, all of which were designed to establish a permanent channel of communication between the publishing house and an
already identified, constantly available audience of readers. This view of
the relationship between a publisher and a book-buying public was vastly
different from the more traditional view held by men like Mathew Carey
of Philadelphia and the Harper Brothers of New York.
The extent of the gap between these two views of the publishing process can be illustrated easily by considering the two most comrnody employed schemes used by literary entrepreneurs of the mid-nineteenth century to rationalize their production. In commodity exchange, which is
exactly what these men were proposing, the producer attempts to convince the Iafgest number of individuals to part with relatively small
amounts of capital in return for some specially designed thing. Unless that
producer wishes to go out of business rather quickly after having initially
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.vincing it to consume that commodity repetitively, Although the early
commercial publishers attempted to do both, they tended to concentrate
their effbrts on the ask of inducing repetitive consumption, either by
tdosely duplicating earlier literary successes or by establishing newspaperh e subscri~tionowmtiofls.

identified an actcsail audience by inducing it to buy a specific kind of bspk,
@ would not be difficult to keep that audience permanently constitured
iwd available fur fimher salies by supplying it with endless imitations of
audience 'they created, these publishers simply had to &t that continuious feedug would mean condnuous buying. Furthermore, Peterson and
;the Beadles could de~amimaudience preference only experimentally by
bissuinsr new material in the how that some of it would ferret out new
$mders and thereby enlarge the market as needed. Nevertheless, in relying
+pnrepetitive formulas as a result of their primary interest in profit, they
banaged to create America's first mass-produced fiction in book form. We
see that the contemporary romance is nothing more than a highly
bPhisticated version of this prototypical category literature and that its
!publishers are, if anydung, even more interested in profit than were their
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em€!d,in'l-xh-th*
tm&s. In depending
distribute their ro-

k 4 . n 1839 by New York jo-alists,*~ark Benjamin and RufUs-w~lrnot
~frisw01ld.~
At first looking only for a way to enlarge newspaper sales,
$me two jourmlists created a ustory" newspaper called Bmthw J ~ h m
ose pirated British serials, they hoped; would appeal to a larger audithan did the usual daily h e of political and criminal news. Although
@herJ w h a n was essentially a magazine, it qualified for free distribum through the United States mail as a newspaper because Benjamin and
~ s w o l deliberately
d
combined their serials with a minimum of =news."
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As a consequence, they managed to keep their prices well below those of
the competing magazines that were the-traditional channels for story and
novel distributiob
The venture prospered so well that the newly enlarged serial audience
often refwed to wait for the concluding installments in BrotherJonathan.
Many readers chose instead t o purchase the complete novel in book form
issued, of course, by a traditional printer-publisher. To combat their own
self-subversion, Benjamin and Griswold then created the "supplem nt," a
complete novel printed on cheap paper, priced at fifty cents, an disguised, still, as a newspaper. This all-important disguise permitted the
inexpensive circulation of the Brother J m t h a n supplements through tlre
mail to an audience of permanent subscribers. Despite the disguise, however, these supplements were really the first mass-marketed paperbound
books to be distributed in the United States.
Unformnately for Benjamin and Griswold, other newspaper publishers
caught on quickly and soon began to issue their own paperbound extras.
The ensuing competition lowered prices even further, placing books well
within the financial reach of a significant portion of the American population for the first time. Traditional book publishers, to be sure, were dismayed by this challenge to their control of book distribution. In retaliation, they, too, began issuing cheap reprints at twenty-five cents and then,
later, at twelve and a half cents. By 1842,book charges had dropped so low
that Bulwer's newly published Zarumi could be purchased fiom one of
three sources for as little as six cents.
The situation did not improve for trade publishers until 1843 when,
with the book market apparehtly saturated, the postal service ruled that
the supplements could no longer be carried at newspaper rates. This decision effectively closed off the first real channel for mass distribution of
books ever used in America. Deprived of its way to reach its thousands of
readers regularly but cheaply, Brother J w h a n collapsed almost immediately; its many imitators disappeared soon thereafter. During their short
lives, however, they had performed the important function of proving that
a large and diverse audience, sometimes the size of thmy thousand individuals, could be persuaded to buy not only a single novel but the r e p hr!y k w d fictional offerings of a single firm. They demonstrated, in fact,
that it was possible to make book sales predictable and more profitable if
one could establish a permanent conduit between a publishing source and
a consuming audience and keep that conduit constantly filled with material that would continue to satisfy individual readers.
Despite the disappearance of the story newspapers, the new readihg
audience continued to support the sale of cheap books, which never again
disappeared totally from the American book market. In fact,
paper public a n d i m newly..dis~a\rer:tQcap~~prbgerkIerr@raefing
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was the first paperbound book series to employ magazine distribution
suc~essfidly.'~Packaged to look like magazines, these books were sold at
newsstands and, like periodicals, remained available only for a month.
American Mercury's practices, which stressed the ephemerality of this literature, clearly differentiated this publishing venture from more traditional book production, which continued to focus on the establishment of
a line of diverse books of lasting worth to be kept constantly in print on a
backlist and in stock at the better retail establishments. Although the
company at first published a variety of titles, by 194.0 the editors had
decided to concentrate on mysteries in the interest of establishing better
control over their market. The new series, called Mercury Mysteries, dif- '
ferentiated its remarkably similar covers and titles by numbering each
book for the reader's convenience.
To emphasize the significance of this pamcular editorial decision to
concentrate on a single literary subgenre, it is worth pointing out that the
American Mercury venture was really the first mass-distribution scheme
to perfect the category method of production, whi$ has been labeled by
literary sociologist, Robert Escarpit, as "semi-programmed issue."'3 In
noting the problem of locating a real audience of readers fbr a particular
book within the modem, anonymous, reading public, Escarpit has observed that "[nlo one publishing a book can forsee exactly how much
attention potential readers will give it."14 Furthermore, because the publisher "cannot establish a programme" for a book because "he cannot
determine the stages and limits of its distribution," Escarpit reasons that
publication must be thought of as "non-programmed issuing."15 Having
made such an assertion, however, he subsequentlyadmits that the problem
is often ingeniously circumvented by semiprogrammed issue whereby
books are "distributed within a small circle [of regular readers] whose
requirements are known and whose preferences have been thoroughly
e~tablished."'~Determinations of this sort are made most often, he points
out, in connection with related fan magazines that foster the creation of a
generic formula or orthodoxy. Semiprogrammed issue differs, then, fiom
the kind of publishing operation run by Peterson and the Beadles only in
its utilization of more formalized and hence more reliable ways of determining audience preference.
The publishers of American Mercury Books were attempting exactly
this sort of controlled production when they made the decision to restrict
their list to a single type of fiction. They hoped thereby to sell their
paperbacks in large quantities to readers who already knew their mystery
magazines. Those magazines enabled the editors to take note of reader opinion and to gauge preferences that they then sought to match in their
manuscript selection. In effect, American Mercury tried to control both its
audience and the books produced especially for that group. Despite this
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successful formalization of category publishing, the relatively small size of
the American Mercury venture has prevented it from being credited with
the mass-market paperback revolution." Although that honor is usually
awarded to Robert de GrafF for his founding of Pocket Books in 1939, his
scheme introduced no new conceptual innovations to the industry.18 Like
the editors at American Mercury, de GraR thought of the book as a commodity to be sold, relied on the magazine system of distribution, and
gradually turned to category publication.19 Still, it was de Graff's ability
to institute this system on a large scale that set the stage for the romance's
rise to dominance within the mass-market industry, To understand exactly
how and why the romance has become so important in commodity publishing, it is neceessary to understand first how the economics of paperback publishing and distribution created the industry's interest in the
predictability of sales.20
In the years immediately preceding de G r a ' s entry into the field, major
improvements had been made in both printing and binding techniques.
The invention of magazine' rotary presses made high-speed production
runs possible and profitable. Although the new machinery was very expensive, the cost was born largely by the printers themselves who were, by
tradition, independent &om publishing firms. Because the printers had to
keep the costly presses operating twenty-four hours a day to guarantee a
return on their initial investment, they pressured de GrafF and his competitors at Avon, Popular Library, and Dell to schedule production tightly
and regularly. This practice led to a magazine-like monthly production
schedule similar to American Mercury's, a practice that fit nicely with
de GrafF's intention to distribute his books through the magazine network. The regularization of production fusther enabled the printers to
buy large quantities of paper at lower rates without also having to pay to
store it indefinitely. The publishers benefited in turn because they could
sell their books at much lower prices.21
Surprisingly enough, the invention of synthetic glue also helped to add
speed to the publication of the mass-market paperback.22 Traditional
book binding is accomplished by hand or machine sewing of folded signatures of paper to create the finished book. Even when carried out mechanically, the process is both expensive and time-consuming. "Perfect"
binding is an alternate procedure in which single leaves of paper are gathered together, cut uniformly, and then glued to the spine of the cover.
The first adhesives used in the process of perfect binding were animal
glues that were not only slow to dry, but once dried, were so inflexible
that bindings often cracked, releasing individual pages. The glues made it
necessary for a printer to obtain sufficient storage space for drying the
perfect-bound books.The invention of quick-drymg synthetic glues eliminated most of these problems. Fast-setting adhesives necessitated assem-

.
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bly-line procedures that simultaneously accelerated the whole production
process and obviated the need for costly storage. The new binding machines were expensive but, once again, the printers shouldered the enormous costs and passed much of the benefit on to the publishers.
Together with the rotary presses, then, perfect binding and synthetic
glues made possible the production of huge quantities of books at a very
low cost per unit and contributed to the acceleration and regularization of
the acquisition and editorial processes. The consequent emphasis on speed
caused the paperback publishers to look with favor on category books that
could be written to a fairly rigid formula. By directing their potential
writers to create in this way, mass-market houses saved the time and
expense of editing unique books that had as yet not demonstrated their
ability to attract large numbers of readers.
The particular step taken by de GrafT that made this production of vast
numbers of books financially feasible was his decision to utilize the extensive magazine distribution network that had developed during the past
thirty years. De Graff reasoned that if he was actually to sell the large
quantities of books he could now produce so effortlessly, he would have to
place books.in,,the,dailypath'$
bf
m o r ~ e c a u s hee was
aware of the relative lack of bookstores in the United States and of the
general population's feeling that those establishments were intimidating
and inhospitable, he concluded that books would have to be marketed
somewhere else if they were to be sold on a grand scale. He turned to the
American News Company, which had a virtual monopoly on the national
distribution of magazines and newspapers, because it counted among its
clients many thousands of newsstands, drugstores, candy stores, and even
food outlets. De Graff felt sure that if confronted with attractively packaged and very inexpensive books at these establishments, the American,,
magazine. reader :could be.persuaded Ti9 b e c 6 m ~ F ~ ~ W ~ yr
b o o k
chaser. ?he phenomenal sales of his first ten titles proved him right.29 Despite the advantages it offered, however, magazine distribution also
posed substantial problems. De GraR and his early competitors soon discovered that few of their new book retailers knew anythmg about books.
Uneasy about purchasing materials they might not be able to sell, these
individuals at first resisted efforts to get them to stock paperback books.
To overcome their hesitation, de Graff and his counterparts at other
houses proposed that the entire risk of unsold books be shouldered by the
publishing firms themselves. As a result, they permitted all retail outlets to
return any unsold books or to certify that the booksl themselves had been
destroyed.
The returns policy had the desired effect in that it convinced retailers
that they could not be harmed by stocking paperbacks, but it proved
extremely troublesome to the publishers themselves. Because they had no

wi& the idea that those texts -will be distributed to infor-readem whose requirements and prefcwces have baul
advance. The determinations are usually rnade on
response to sealized magazines or newsletters
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Not only does this kind of semiprogrammed production obviate the
need to set print orders solely on the basis of blind intuition, but it also
reduces the difficulties of designing a proper advertising campaign.-.By
,relying on the subscriptionlists of related periodicals.andtondales figures
of earlier offerings in the genre, category,publishers can project potential
sales with*some-certainty. At the same time, they a-usfithe;periodicals
for a specificradvertising strategy. and t&g avoid.the difficulty and expqnse
of mounting a national effort i n .the hopewf -ferreting our-the proper
audience by c h q e . As Escarpit has observed, semipro arnmcd issue,
"from the publisher's point of view. . . is financially srfc?' At the distribution level, moreover, category publishing takes on the appearance of a
subscription sale because each dealer knows the usual number of copies he
sells and can order fairly a c c ~ r a t e l y . ~ ~
To ,understand.theJ*imp~c~sf:
~the.Eact*t Tcategcrry p b l i ~ h i n g
makes book advertising ~ p b l e ~ t " i - s n e e ~ ~ f ~ W ~ r p h b I i s
ers have.argued-for.y~ar~.thaebooks
cannor be=m&E-^r"aa%rtised
f
are o t h e commodities,
~
Because every book-isrJad~Pal.an&unique,..the .
industry has.maincained,~;11l.publishers-must~~s~1k~cmtch"
.in the.
effort to-build.~an.auriie~c~For&e~
Benjamin Compaine, for instance,
has commented acidly that "the toothpaste equivalent [of what publishers
attempt] would be if Lever Bros. came out with a different brand each
month, changing the flavor, packaging and price, with each new brand
having a maximum potential sale to only 4% of the a d d t p ~ p u l a t i o n . " ~ ~
Assuming, therefore, that the discreteness of books necessitated that each
. ..
1
c.
~ ~ ~ n n r m o u s e x
pense of advertising an entire month's offering ruled out the process entirely. Furthermore, because they believed that the variety of books offered
by each firm made the creation of a single image of the house impossible,
they also concluded that potentially less expensive national advertising of
the house imprint would do nothing for the sales of individual books.
Thus the publishing industry% adve
small for rnanyFyears~i+The
*ai€m~ti~n
coqmrate,take8vers.of independent
glomeratw r e s u l ~ ~ ~ i o n ~ P h ~fe.apital,
~ u nsom&r
w of
o f
which .wasidirected, to advertkin6budges. However, before explaining
how and why this has occurred and its relevance for our investigation of
the romance, it is necessary to return to the early years of the third paperback revolution to trace the growing importance of the romance genre
within the mass-market industrjr.
Although the early paperback publishers relied initially on proven hardcover bestsellers to guarantee large sales, they soon found that an insufficient number of these were available to supply the demand for cheap,
paper-covered books. Wary of producing huge quantities of a title that
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tory, and Detectt've Pidon

odoxy which would then
format. Paperback mysof an already established

Books r d e d the

. . . . I believed they wanted to read emotional stories about a
in peril."32 On the basis of her intuition, she established herself as
tney's literary agent and as Victoria Holt's, whose similar novels had
with considerable success in England. It is no accident, then, that at

boom in gothic sales began.

"alm~tEfmmediatelgi.'successfdin establishing the
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for new title. Their success cannot be attributed to the mere act of offering a new product to an audience already identified and therefore "controlled" by the fact of its common subscription to the same magazines.
Although confession and romance periodicals had been supplying love
stories for faithfid readers since their first appearance in the rgms, these
pulps were designed for a working-class audience. Because book reading
has always been correlated with high education' and income levels, it
seems probable that the gothic's extraordinary paperback success was the
result of the publishers' ability to convert and then repetitively reach rniddle-class women. Although one might suspect that these publishers relied
on the middle-class trade magazines-such as Good Housekeepzng or the
LadiePHame Journal-to idenufy and retain its new audience, in fact, this
does not appear to have been the case. Publishers used very little advertising to promote the sales of the early gothics.
What, then, accounts for the immediate success of the category? The
achi~vmenthas much to do with the special chai5ki<iis"tics 'of its 'audience, that is, with the unique situation of women-bheriean sdety. The
principal problem facing the publisher in a heterogeneous, modem society is finding an audience for each new book and developing a method
for getting that book to its potential readers. By utilizing the magazine
distribution network, paperback publishers substantially increased their
chances of finding buyers. But the use of this network proved especially
significant for those paperback houses that were newly interested in female readers because it made available for book distribution two outlets
almost always visited on a regular basis by women, the local drugstore and
-hetLEven
the growing number of women who went to
work in the 1960s continued to be held responsible for child care andbasicfamily maintenance, as were their counterparts who remained wholly
within the home.33Consequently, the publishers could be sure of regularly reaching a large segment of the adult female population simply by
placing the gothics in drug and food stores. At the same time, they could
limit advertising expenditures because the potential or theoretical audience they hoped to attract already had been gathered for them. The early
success of the gothic genre is a function of the de facto but nonetheless
effective concentration of women brought about by social constraints on
their placement within society. This concentration had the overall effect of
limiting their diffusion throughout social space. In turn, this limitation
guaranteed that as a potential book-buying public, American women were
remarkably easy to reach.
The p~~pularity.
of.gattric-roniances inueaserilirlar~u~ut~the~decade
of
the 1969. While Arneri~an,~g~U~ge,
q ~ ~ m u , i ~ r w et om~pmtest
,b~ American involvement2:in.-~Viemmmd
a ,graduallp'.in~r~asing~~number
of feminists vociferously challengedtf~male~oppression,:~rnorwand
more
------

t

categoria of paperback fiction, including myster-

Westerns. A typical Whimey or Holt paperback
h
tprinting d 8m,ooo copies. Although
with a f
d d nowhere near that number, when
~
1 by nodless than e@t papepback

& of p t h i c romances

by exmtiv-eeditor Nancy Wcy,who was h h n g

Despite h e differ-
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ences, it ended, as did all gothics, with the heroine safely returned to the
hero's arms.
A paperback original, The F l a w a d the Flaper was given all the publicity, advertising, and promotion usually reserved for proven best seller^.^^
Such originals had been issued continuously in small quantities throughout the early years of mass-market history, but concentration on them was
not widespread for the simple reason that it cost more to pay out an
advance to an author and to advertise an unknown book than to buy
hardback. Avon, howreprint rights to an already moderately sw&
ever, under the direction of Peter Meyer, had begun to experiment wirh
originals and different advemsing campaigns in the mid-196os.~~
When
Coffeyagreed to publish The F h and the F h without previous hardcover exposure, she was simply following a practice that had become fairly
common within her firm. The house's extraordinary success with Woodiwiss's novel soon caused industry-wide reconsideration of the possibilities
of paperback originals as potential bestsellers. When Avon followed this
success with two more bestseller romances in 1974, th&dustqraas onvinced not only of. thee.viability=;of
theoriginal. b
of the fl&mh'at a
new category had been greate&Within the trade, the genre was dubbed
the "sweet eavag&roma+ after the second entrant in the field, Rosemary Rogers's Sweet Satqge
Once Avon had demonstrated that original romances could be parlayed
into ready money, nearly every other mass-market
to issue its own "Weer-savage-=rornanoes,""emti
sippas,'' or " s l ' a V ~ ~ ~ sas, ' 'they were variously known throughout the
industry. Virtually all recognized, as Yvonne McManus of Major Books
did, that "Avon ha[d] smartly created a demand through heavy advemsing
and promotion." As she commented firther, "it . . . invented its own new
trend, which is clever paperback
Although a few houses have developed bestsellers in the q
~savage"
t
category, Avon has been most successful at identifjmg the house imprint
with this kind of romance and has established close ties wirh its audience
by compiling a mailing list from its fan letters. Several publishers have
attempted to develop other sorts of romances with the idea of creating a
series or "line" that they hope to associate in readers' minds with the
house name. The creation of "line" fiction is one more example of the
familiar attempt to idenufy a permanent base audience in order to make
better predictions about sales and to increase profit. The growing proliferation and success of such schemes, often modeled after Avon's informal
techniques or the more elaborate operations of Harlequin Enterprises,
makes them an extremely important development in romance publishing
specifically and in mass-market paperback publishing generally. Before
assessing several of the most important of these, it will be helpful to
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.publishmg.in the twensfionce privately owned
Begun in 1960 with the
and continued in 1967 when the

the trade periodical, Publhers W e .Dd Is

market papezhck companies within a slngle corporate structure.
ire the fhct that most individual houses have retained editorial conover wht they produce, it is also apparently true that greater attenis paid to their profit-and-loss statements by corporate headquarters
the houses used to devote to them themselves.
not hard to understand why "attention to the bottom line" has
publishing process when one considers that densciousness within the mass-market segment of
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of financing," he claims, "prevented many publishers from undertaking
major long-range editorial projects that they knew were necessary to their
companies' future well-beingyA5Traditionally a low-profit industry, tradebook publishing was also characterized by widely varying profits because
each house's fortunes fluctuated rapidly in concert with its failure or success at selling its monthly list. When the corporate managers of the new
conglomerates began to scrutinize the houses' financial practices and performances, they were appalled. Most responded by forcing the publishers
to adopt the procedures long familiar to the corporate world: "efficient
accounting systems, long-range planning, elimination of waste, and unnecessary duplication of services.'*
Although it seems obvious that conglomerate control has had the effect
of forcing trade publishers to do away almost completely with "mid-level"
books-those that perform only moderately well in both the market and
in critical opinion-it has had the additional effect of providing the paperback houses with large sums of money. This has enabled them to pay huge
fees for the reprint rights to bestselling novels; it has also permitted them
to devote a great deal of financial attention to planning category sales by
commissioning market-research studies and to the advertising of the new
"lines" created as their consequence. The logic behind this kind of financial maneuver is grounded on the assumption that if paperback sales can
be made more predictable and steady, the newly acquired mass-market
section of a conglomerate can be used to balance out the necessarily unpredictable operation of the trade process. ''The hardcover publishers,"
Whiteside explains, "calculated that by adding a paperback branch to their
corporate organizations they could smooth out some of the ups and
downs of their business, making up on the swings what they might lose
on the r o u n d a b o u t ~ l ' ~ ~
Corporate takeovers have had the effect, then, of adding to the pressure
on paperback houses to devote increasing amounts of time and money to
category sales.48 At the same time, because reprint rights have grown
enormously expensive, it has been necessary for them to place even more
emphasis on the acquisition of original manuscripts.49 To avoid the difficulties of training inexperienced writers and the expense of introducing
their works on an individual basis to new audiences, paperback publishers
have consequently tended to seek out originals that fit closely within
category patterns. They believe it is easier to introduce a new author by
fitting his or her work into a p;eviously formalized chain of communication than to establish its uniqueness by locating a special audience for it.
The trend has proven so powerful, in fact, that as of 1980~40to 50 percent
of nearly every house's monthly releases were paperback originals.50 The
conglomerates' quest for financial accountability has had another effect
besides that of increasing the emphasis on category publishing with its
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doesn't exist anymore. A lot of publishers are having great difficulty
dealing with that. The minute you get into the suburbs, where ninety
percent of the chain stores are located, you serve the customers,
mainly women, the way you would serve them in a drugstore or a
supermarket. You have new dynamics coming into play, affecting
what people buy and affecting publishers who wish to satisfy the
needs of these customers.53
Not only do the chains make books even easier for American vuofien to
obtain, but they also set up their stores+so~thaEthe-~rienm+of
buying a
book in a bookstore seems no more threatening or out-of-the-ordinary
than that of picking up a paperback while waiting for groceries to move
down the conveyor at the market. Although publishers will not release
figures about the percentage of romances sold in the chains or in other
kinds of retail outlets, it seems clear that when more than 1,200 Dalton or
Walden bookstores have opened in the last fifteen years in suburban shopping malls,'* we ought to acknowledge that the romance's extraordinary
popularity is a partial function of its increased incidence and accessibility
to the audience for which it has been created.
Dalton's computerized operations have also worked to benefit romance
publishers if not romance readers as well. Every outlet is tied to a central
computer at corporate headquarters in Minneapolis, which registers all
weekly recei ts by author, title, and by more than one hundred subject
categories.' 9Every store is then ranked by sales performance within each
category. Dalton's managers can predict both individual outlet and general-category sales with astonishing success. In fact, they have one of the
lowest returns rates in the industry. Moreover, Dalton's accuracy in ordering has taught many publishers to rely on its original order to set the size
of further printings and even to make editorial decisions about the kinds
of manuscripts that satisfy a given audience's preferences.56 Through
Dalton's feedback procedures, which are given great credence by the industry not only because of their accuracy but because Dalton's share of
any given house's monthly releases is often close to 10percent, readers can
indirectly affect the editorial selection process and "force" publishers to
take their tastes into account. This kind of corrective cycle seems to have
led to a better, although by no means perfect, fit between the romance
audience's desires and the books the audience is given by the industry.
Furthermore, because Dalton's computer can keep track of slow-moving items, since all books are given a code and followed for sales performance, the company is able to determine very quickly which books have
not pleased their typical audience. These can be removed promptly from
the shelves and replaced with other potentially more successfd items. The
entire procedure leads to rapid turnover in B. Dalton stock, just as it
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reader and publisher at first glance, because books are not

the extraordinary popu-
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signed and perfected the marketing techniques responsible for Harlequin's current success. Prior to his takeover, the company marketed few
books in the United States, sold just under 19,000,000 copies, and netted
only $110,000 on sales of $7.7 million.63 Within a year, profits had
climbed to $1.6 million. Within eight years, its sales had increased 800
percent. Phyllis Berman has estimated that in 1977, when Harlequin's sales
totaled $75 million, ,its profits were probably about $11 million. That year,
Harlequin accounted for 10 percent of the United States paperback market. In addition, the company distributed more than ~oo,ooo,ooocopies
of its titles over North America. By 1979, the total distribution figure had
risen to 168,000,000 copies, largely because the books were being issued
in ninety-eight countries around the world. Harlequin now claims that it
"enjoys a regular readership of over 16 million women in North America"
alone.64 Even if these figures are inflated, it seems clear that a substantial
measure of the romance category's popularity and visibility must be attributed to Harlequin's unusual but highly successful marketing strategies.
Those strategies, it should be pointed out, are unusual only because
Heisey has applied them to bookselling. In actuality, they are little W e r ent from the techniques that have been employed for years in various
consumer-product industries. Discounting the traditional wisdom of the
publishing business, Heisey set out in 1971 to prove that books could be
sold like any other commodity. The qzurlities of theprodz~cch e & he argued,
are unimpmtant in h b n i q q salw camp+.
Of greater signhcance is the
ability to identify an audience or consuming public, the discovery of a way
to reach that audience, and, finally, the forging of an association in the
consumer's mind between a generic product like soap, facial tissue, or
-romanticfiction and the company name through the mediation of a deliberately created image.65 Heisey began by conducting market research on
the audience for romance fiction.66 Not only did he identlfy and locate his
readers in order to design specific strategies for contacting them, but he
also sought to discover their motives for reading and their preferences in
characters and plot in order to incorporate them all in a carefully elaborated advertising appeal.
Heisey decided that the audience could not be reached successfully
through traditional book outlets. He proposed to concentrate sales in
supermarkets and to expand the company's subscription service. H e designed book covers and advertising materials to feature the Harlequin
name more prominently than either book titles or authors' names and
made extensive use of television promotion. In this way, he was able to
spread advertising costs across the entire scries, thus avoiding the expense
of creating a different audience for each title. To introduce his carelidly
standardized product, which he also assumed created reader addiction, he
even went so far as to include sample copies in boxes of Bio-Ad laundry
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detergent a d , in another gimmick, to offer one title for fifteen c e n t ~ . ~ ~
The latter was part of a 1973 campaign to capture a d o n new readers for
Heisey also promoted the subscription service
y's r~mances.~'
books themselves by list* other titles on the inside front
readers who had missed them write for a free
d names apd addresses for the service, which then
up on a permanent basis. Together, the stratethat even now they are the basis of the comis still dominated by subscription sales, although the
in more than 100,000 supermarkets, variety
stores, and drugstores throughout the United States alone.69 Harlequin
now issues twelve romances a month-six each in its standard "Romance"
category and in the "spicier," more sexually explicit "Presents" series.
Readers may contract to receive either or both of these Harlequin lines.
When they do, they get their books earlier than if they wait for them to
appear in the stores, though they still acquire them at newsstand prices as
a consequence.of Harlequin's absorption of the shipping costs. Because
the subscription lists and market-research analyses have helped the company to predict sales with great precision, Harlequin is rarely saddled with
overproduction costs. Whereas other publishing houses distribute 12,000
copies of an average paperback and expect 35 to +o percent of the first run
to be returned, Harlequin generally prints soo,ooo copies, of which less
than 25 percent are ever returned." Indeed, some dealers report selling 80
percent of their allotment within ten days.71 Heisey has observed that
while "other companies print ten books to sell six, [Harlequin] print[s]
seven and a half" to sell those same
Once ignored within the industry, Harlequin is now followed with care
by book people who have little respect for the company's editorial product but who would dearly love to duplicate its financial success. In fact,
many houses have acted deliberately to establish their own "lines" of romance fiction. Ray Walters, who writes regularly about paperback publishing for the New Ymk TimaBook Revkw, has commented that this trend
seems to have begun when the findings of the Yankelovich, Skelly and
White reader survey became generally known in 1978. Just as publishing
executives discovered that three-fifths of the American book-reading public was composed of women under *,
he writes, "reports started circulating along Publishers' Row about j e extraordinary success being enjoyed by the 'contemporary romances with exotic settings' produced by
. . . Harlequin ~ n t e r ~ r i s e s . Newly
'"~
impressed by the size of the female
audience and by Harlequin's ability to take advantage of its purchasing
capacity, Fawcett, Dell, and Warner each proceeded to duplicate the Harlequin approach by presenting romances as products in a specially de-
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signed series or line. In explaining the reasoning behind Dell's mave,
company executive Ross Claibome has identified the particular aspect of
the Harlequin phenomenon that has impressed the industry most. "The
profit figures from Harlequin are so staggering," he admits, "that every
publisher is dying to get in. It's a small investment and few books are
returned. Clearly, it's a license to print money."74
Although Dell was the first to launch a Harlequin-type line with its
"Candlelight Romance" series, which first appeared in May 1979, it did
not back the new venture with the same kind of market-research effort
mounted by the Canadian
Dell merely prop& to imitate Harlequin's packaging and advertising rather than its expensive processes for
determining and satisfying reader tastes. Fawcett, on the other hand, entered the contest for the female audience by duplicating both Harlequin's
research techniques and its marketing strategies. All aspects of its "Coventry Romance" line were researched and pretested before the series' appearance in November 1979. Conducted by its advertising agency, Grey 2,
Fawcett's reader studies were designed to discover preferences not only
for certain kinds of characters and plots but also for likely imprints and
possible advertising campaigns.76
The company began, for instance, with five possible choices for the
series imprint-including Regent Court, Clarion, Cotillion, Sovereign,
and Coventry-which it then pretested in focus interviews with potential
readers to determine the kinds of associations and expectations each imprint conjured u p for them. Because they understood that the success of
brand-name category publishing is entirely dependem on the ability to
establish an exact congruence between what the audience anticipates fkom
a product and what the p r ~ ~ a ~ y 7 i e I l v e ~ , ~ w c e ~ e x e
wanted to avoid creating expectations they did not intend to W. As
Vice-President James Young has explained, "The most important aspect
of this test was to check if the imprint resulted in any rnisassociations
regarding the content and genre. As a result of consumer testing, Sovereign was scrapped because of its high association with kings and queens,
Cotillion conveyed antebellum South, Regent Court also conjured up
kings and queens plus legal associations, Clarion seemed to have no clear
a~sociations."~~
In the end, the most compelling reason for choosing the
name Coventry was that readers attached no rnisassociations to it. It atso
seemed to help them correctly identify the probable period of the novels
and the kinds of characters they were likely to contain.
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s p t s and newspap~.-displays*icting women reading "Coventry Ron i ' a n c _ ~ ~ p itending
l y to their %hdi&-afid%uhes. -In effect,
Fawcett installed the reader-consumer at the heart of the entire publishing
enterprise, including both the marketing and editorial aspects of the procw, as Harlequin had before it. Authorial initiative and decision-making
power were curtailed by both Harlequin and Fawcett as much as they had
been encouraged earlier by more traditional trade houses. Concomitantly,
the principal activity of these publishers changed significantly from that of
locating or even creating an audience for an existing manuscript to that of
locating or creating a manuscript for an already-constituted reading public.
The next series or line venture in the romance field was an elaborate and
carefully conceived imitation of the Harlequin system. It testified to the
then almost total acceptance of category publishing as a potentially lucrative operation and of commodity packaging as a way of achieving mass
sales. Sponsored by Simon and Schuster, Silhouette Books were almost
identical to their Canadian cousins. Ln fact, this particular venture was
directed in its early stages by I? J. Fennell, previously Harlequin's vicepresident of marketing and sales in North America. Fennell has indicated
that, like Dell, Simon and Schuster decided to enter the competition for
the female audience because it believed the market was "under-utilizedy'
and therefore could support several new competitors. As Fawcett had,
however, Simon and Schuster also understood the crucial importance of
market research for this kind of category publishing. The key to building
brand-name loyalty, Fennell has observed, is the ability "to deliver exactly
what the customer expects." He adds, 'Xeaders of books of this kind ask
not, 'Have I heard of this book?' but, 'Did I enjoy the last dozen Silhouettes I read?"""
To insure that all Silhouettes do inde=dappeal to their audience, Simon
and Schuster went M e r even than Harlequin or Fawcett in its conferral
of status and power upon the reader, at least within the publishing process. Not only did the company initially survey potential readers in Dallas,
San Diego, and Oklahoma City to help develop an imprint, standard plots
and characterizations, and advertising approaches, but it has also established a system whereby all books were to be pretested before publication
by two hundred readers from a preselected
Those readers were
queried about plot and character and asked to answer open-ended quest i ~ n about
s
"the overall quality of the .book." When any book was given a
low rating, it was removed from the list.
In creating this process, Simon and Schuster shrewdly combined a
limited-subscriution editorial overation with the mass-distribution charageristic of semiprogrammed issue. By consulting a group of representa6ve readers and accepting its judgment, the firm programmed its publica-
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tions as completely as possible to serve an already constituted desire and
taste. It was then free to distribute the resulting product in i rge quantities, knowing full well that it would probably find the auGlence represented by that small group. In effect, Simon and Schuster learned to avoid
the very difficult problem of finding a real audience to match the theoretical one that usually guides the publication process throi gh its early
stages. Richard Snyder recently admitted that the desire for predictability
prompted the creation of these procedures when he commented to New
Tmb Times reporter Michiko K a k u t w 'We didn't want to leave an*
to the guesswork that usually goes on in publishing."80
Indeed, while the recent history o~-paperba&~publisJ&rgq.has.-kn
dominated by the rise to prominence of the.black:busree~W&er, it has
also been characterized by this slow but inexorable=transformation-ofthe
business from a-relativelysmall, informally run enterprise still-fmed on
the figure of the author and the event of book d q p i n t o a*eonsumeroriented industry makmg use of the most sop~catc$-marketingand
simple,c o ~ t y p d a n g e .The
* exadvertising techniques to facilitat~~
traordinary popularity of the romance is hi part a function of this transfbrmation, since those very techniques have been applied most energetically
to this kind of category literature. Although publishers cannot explain
adequately why marketing research was applied to romances rather than
to spy thrillers or Westerns, it seems likely that the decision w ;influenced
by two factors.
First, female-readem~0mtituee~mo~e
cthanah&~L&e-,book-reading
publie.8b~oremoney is to be made, it seems, by capturing a sizable
portion of that large audience than by trying to reach nearly all of a
e
smaller one. At the same time, wm&na r e ~ r e m ~ h b 1 p ~-asb al bookbuying public in the sense that their social dutiesmndohabits-make them
accessible-ro publishers onoa regtdar basis. +Thepossibility of easy and
extensive distribution to an audience inadvertently gathered for them by
other forces thus tends to justify the mass production of romances.82
Currently, one-quarter to one-third of the approximately +o paperback
titles issued each month are original romances of one kind or another.83
Almost all of the ten largest paperback houses include a fair proportion of
romance fiction as part of their monthly releases. In addition, Harlequin
now claims that its million-dollar advertising campaigns reach one out of
every ten women in America and that 40 percent of those reached can
usually be converted into Harlequin readers.@ The huge sales figures
associated with romance fiction seem to be the result of this all-important
ability to get at a potential audience.
gxperience
~ r ~ &enjoyg
Second, f l ~ w ~ r S ' . B ~ & s l p p r ~ ~
able . ( j n o ~ f ~ ~ ~ z l f n b m & r n ~ w h t ~ tto
h r~ ey ~
v ha
wi~h
&$c"&e&=d7%d&eirer' &@&WTO conclude, however, that the increasing
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wonsen readers are represented by these conditions, it

y that they do provide the background for the majority
who are romance readers. Actual demographic statistics are
guarded within the competitive publishing industry by executives
o often insist that romances are read by a broad cross section of the
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motive must be given their due in any effort to explain the
of the romance or to understand its sigdicance as a historical
turd phenomenon. It should also be kept in mind that despite its
e success at gauging general audience interest, semiprogrammed
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CHAPTER 2
I. In the course of completing this study of the Smithton readers, I have learned
of at least five other such groups hctioning throughout the country. Most seem
to be informal networks of neighbors or co-workers who exchange romances and
information about these books on a regular basis. I have also been told of a group
similar to Dot's clustered about a ~ e x a bookseller
i
and have received information
about the California-based "Friends of the English Regency," which also publishes
a review newsletter and holds an annual Regency "Assembleen at which it confers
the "Georgette" award on favorite Regency
romances. There is no way to tell how
common this "reading club" phenomenon is, but it is worth investigation. If these
dubs are widely relied upon to mediate the mass-production publishing process
by individualizing selection, then a good deal of speculation about the meaning of
mass-produced literature based on the "mass mann [sic] hypothesis will have to be
reviewed and possibly rewritten.
2. These and all other figures about Smithton were taken from the Cmus of the
P + h , xm.I have rounded off the numbers slightly to dsguise the identity of
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when the informant clearly seemed to conclude one topic or train of thought in
order to open another deliberately. Lack of paragraphing, then, indicates that the
speaker's comments continued apace wiihout significant rest or pause.
6. Snitow, "Mass Market Romance," p. so.
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